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1. Introduction and objectives of the deliverable
1.1 The MIND-SETS project and objectives
The MIND-SETS project has made a major contribution to our understanding of mobility in Europe,
meeting its core objectives;
• To better understand mobility (to better influence and change it)
• To predict the likely future attitudes to, and patterns of, mobility
• The forms of mobility policies, products and services that will best meet these future mobility
needs
The overall mission statement MIND-SETS has been;
“To support mobility policy, the mobility service sector and supply industry to tailor their innovations
and investments to better meet and stimulate further sustainable mobility demand to enrich the
lifestyles, experiences and well-being of all Europeans in the future”.
Since 2014, MIND-SETS project has made a major contribution to our understanding of mobility in
Europe, meeting its core strategic objectives;
• To better understand mobility (to better influence and change it)
• To predict the likely future attitudes to, and patterns of, mobility
• The forms of mobility policies, products and services that will best meet these future mobility
needs
The project has provided a new approach to understanding mobility as part of the overall changing
lifestyles of different population groups across Europe. A multi-disciplinary coordination of intelligence
provided a strong platform for the reinterpretation of our understanding of the ‘mobility mind-sets’ of
Europeans; based on engagement with other leading experts in the field in Europe. This enhanced
understanding is developed as Insights couched within a– ‘MIND-SETS Knowledge Centre’.
The mobility industry is the world’s largest industry; there is an urgent need to harness a stronger
understanding of mobility for the European transport industry to grow its economy within expanding
world mobility markets. In achieving this growth, it is essential that sustainability and inclusion issues
be addressed. Therefore, identifying and engaging the key target groups for MIND-SETS has been a
critical part of the project

1.2 The MIND-SETS target groups
The four clusters of target groups that could benefit from MIND-SETS are:
• Support for policy makers and planners
• Support for the industry and the workers employed within it
MIND-SETS Knowledge
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• Support for citizens
• Support for research
These groups address the three primary goals of the Commission’s 2020 Strategy: Achieving
growth, sustainability and inclusion. In addition, MIND-SETS plays an important role at the start of
the Horizon 2020 Programme to feed its results across the transport research ‘Mobility for Growth’
sub-programme. Table 1 below shows the 4 clusters of target groups shown against the 4
categories of support that the project has defined, and which can most benefit from its outputs.
Cluster
Type of support

Sustainability
Supporting policy
development
European
Commission DG’s
REGIO and MOVE
Donor agencies

Target group
categories
City and regional
networks plus some
National Ministries

Growth
Supporting the
needs of industry
European
Commission
DG Enterprise
Platforms and
ERTICO
(Transport
Industry)
UITP Public
transport
operators

Inclusion
Supporting
citizens
European
Commission
DG Social Affairs
European lobby
groups for
citizens and
workers
European lobby
groups cycling
and walking

Knowledge
Stimulating
further research
European
Commission
DG Research
European
Commission
INEA
Universities and
European
Transport
Institutes

The subjects of the clusters are of course not mutually exclusive - for example, organisations promoting
policy for sustainability will also assist the growth of the ‘green industry’. In addition, social innovation
assists inclusion but also generates growth. However, the 4 clusters do provide a useful categorisation
to develop the project’s exploitation strategy (see Deliverable 5.1).
Within each cluster, we can identify the following organisations:
Cluster 1: Sustainability – supporting policy development
This cluster includes policy-making at European, regional and local levels. At the European level, the
project will engage with transport policy makers in the European Commission DG MOVE – including
officers engaged in all transport sectors – Sustainable transport, intelligent transport systems,
infrastructure, air, rail and waterborne. At the regional policy level, the project will engage with DG
REGIO (for all EU states) and the relevant international investment agencies (that operate in some
member states). The final category to engage with in this cluster is the cities and regional authorities
across Europe. This will be achieved via their representative networks (e.g. EUROCITIES, POLIS,
ERRIN).
Cluster 2: Growth – supporting the needs of industry
This cluster has 3 categories. The first is the European Commission’s officers managing the innovation
initiatives relevant to mobility; including specific initiatives for mobility initiatives by SME’s (e.g.
MIND-SETS Knowledge
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EASME). The second category includes representatives of the EC industrial platforms that exist for
each transport sector. Each platform includes the main companies operating within Europe (e.g.
ACARE, Waterborne, ERRAC, ERTRAC). ERTICO will be the representative organisation for the ITS
industry and the UITP for public transport operators. In this way, by fully engaging at the platform level,
the MIND-SETS project can link to both the major companies in the mobility sector and the SME sector.
Cluster 3: Inclusion – Supporting citizens
Exploiting to organisations that have a direct link to citizens can be problematic. However, the project
will engage with those organisations at the European level that have top-down structures that link to
local citizen initiatives. At the EC level, MIND-SETS will engage with DG Social Affairs, who are
developing initiatives with the member states to combat social exclusion, including through mobility
initiatives (e.g. EUROFOUND). In addition, the project will engage with organisations representing both
the needs of specific social groups, such as the elderly, the disabled, gender issues; and the interests
of different modes of sustainable mobility – walking, cycling, all modes of passenger transport. In these
latter cases, the exploitation will target the European organisations that represent the interests of
these groups. Each group has respective national organisations to ensure that MIND-SETS can reach
from the European to the local level to meet citizen’s needs.
Cluster 4: Knowledge – Stimulating further research
Exploiting MIND-SETS to improve the intelligence in current EC research initiatives, to stimulate ideas
for further research and to make an input to the wider research initiatives being conducted across
Europe is an essential exploitation task. In MIND-SETS, the project has the full engagement of our
client unit in DG RESEARCH, in addition to the EC research-monitoring agency, INEA. Strong links are
being established with important on-going projects in the Horizon 2020 programme in all transport
sectors (e.g. CIVITAS), in addition to other ‘cross-cutting’ projects (e.g. MOBILITY4EU). The ECTRI
organisation represents all of the university and transport research institutes across the EU and
neighbouring countries. MIND-SETS will engage with ECTRI to ensure that the project is exploited into
academic transport research.

1.3 The starting point of MIND-SETS
The starting point of the Mind-sets project was to view mobility, not as seen from within the traditional
perspective of the transport planner, but to understand mobility from a much wider lifestyle
perspective – this new perspective is shown in Figure 1. Only by taking a step back and trying to
understand mobility in this wider context can we hope to fully appreciate the rapidly changing mobile
world in which we live. From the outset, MIND-SETS consortium developed a specific approach, based
on a wider coordination of existing knowledge to develop new knowledge that could achieve the
project’s mission statement. The MIND-SETS Approach reappraises our understanding of mobility and
mobility decisions, by taking a new perspective; incorporating knowledge from a wider than usual set
of disciplines that address individual and social behavior patterns.
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We
cannot
define
citizens,
consumers,
readers,
watchers,
parents, children or travellers solely
by age, sex, income or education any
more. It is about attitudes and
common values.
MIND-SETS had 3 working objectives:
1. To
develop
a
wider
coordination and synthesis of
knowledge than is typically
undertaken
in
transport
research: involving research
from a wide variety of
disciplines that focus on
human behavior and lifestyle.
From this wider coordination
and
synthesis,
a
new
knowledge
and
deeper
understanding of mobility has
Fig. 1 Mobility Lifestyle – the MIND-SETS perspective
emerged.
2. To develop a deeper interpretation of the key elements that influence people’s mobility
behavior, better suited to interpret the impacts of the changes in lifestyle being witnessed in
Europe.
3. To develop insights, from this deeper interpretation to inform and support the key issues facing
the target groups, in terms of policy development, planning, and product and service
development and transport research.

1.4 A consortium with multi-disciplinary expertise
To best achieve these objectives, the project had the advantage of a new type of consortium that mixed
those trained in conventional transport social science with those trained in a set of disciplines that
embraced the wider view of mobility – from neo classical to behavioural economics, cognitive
psychology and psycho-analysis, behavioural psychology, from the traditional ‘vertical mobility’ of
sociologists to the ‘Mobilities’ perspective, and from social geography and mental maps.
Importantly the project consortium includes expertise assessing future visions, such as the increasing
mix of physical and virtual mobility in our lives, more automation, customisation and more ‘mobility for
me’. Each of the disciplines in the MIND-SETS consortium has brought a new vision of mobility, each
one providing important pieces of an evolving jigsaw of how mobility defines us as individuals, families
and neighbourhoods; and how this will shape the future.
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1.5 The “Old” knowledge coordinated by the project
In developing the MIND-SETS approach, current intelligence is generically defined as ‘old knowledge’
- building blocks to develop the new MIND-SETS approach. This approach can then be used to advise
and support the target groups through the MIND-SETS Knowledge Centre. Although it is defined
generically as ‘old knowledge’, much of the material was ‘new knowledge’ in the transport sector,
coming from a diversity of disciplines. This knowledge was amassed and assessed by the experts in
the consortium – the outcome being the MIND-SETS approach (see Section 2).

1.6 The objectives and structure of this deliverable
This deliverable describes the stages of the MIND-SETS approach, that grew out of the intelligence
and evidence gathered and assessed by the consortium. This intelligence has been validated against
the needs of stakeholders from the MIND-SETS target groups (see MIND-SETS Deliverable 4.2). The
result is a re-formulation of the intelligence gathered along with the expert assessments of the
consortium, to form mobility behaviour ‘Insights’. The intelligence is held within a MIND-SETS
Knowledge Centre (MSKC). The MSKC provides the intelligence, which combines the Insights, and
other intelligence with the MIND-SETS approach to provide tailored guidance to the target groups. This
deliverable briefly describes the MSKC (which is fully described in Deliverable 5.2), and details the
intelligence that has been provided to it. Annexes provide examples of all of the material input to the
MSKC. The deliverable concludes with a summary of the forward steps to maintain the material for the
MSKC, taken from the MSKC Business Plan (contained in Deliverable 5.3)

2. “New Knowledge”: the MIND-SETS approach
2.1 Building a MIND-SETS approach
The success of the knowledge coordination phase of the project, described in the last section enabled
the MIND-SETS consortium, using its multi-disciplinary expertise, to build a common approach to better
understand mobility, from the perspective and vision defined at the beginning of the project.
The MIND-SETS approach consists of a number of 4 layers:
• The overarching MIND-SETS understanding of mobility in lifestyle
• Understanding how people make mobility-related decisions (both in terms of trips, and in
adopting or rejecting new mobility products and services)
• To define a chain of underlying behavioural roots that defines the mobility behavior of a person
or a social group – the ‘Mobility DNA’ (MDNA)
MIND-SETS Knowledge
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•

To define a ‘Mobility Footprint’ from the MDNA, that can be compared to that of other
individuals, other groups, or the aspirations of mobility products and services.
Thus the MIND-SETS approach provides a consistent thread of understanding from the overall concept
to a detailed and practical tool. All of these levels can be used to provide tailored advice to the MINDSETS target groups. Each stage is outlined below.

2.2 The MIND-SETS perspective: Mobility embedded in changing
lifestyles
Mobility is not just the ability to get around. Mobility is a basic freedom – even if you do not use the
mobility you have, it is the freedom you feel from your mobility that is fundamental to the way you
behave – your confidence and control over your life, and therefore your feelings of safety, security and
well being. The freedom your mobility gives you also influences the relationships you make, the
opportunities you make the most of (and the ones you are deprived of), who your social networks are,
and how you interact with people. Mobility freedoms will give you social status in certain situations,
dominate conversation, and strengthen your self-esteem– mobility can strongly project your
personality, and in return, define the characteristics of your identity, as others see you. Understanding
all of this, and the way it influences mobility behavior requires coordinating knowledge from the large
number of disciplines that assess the different dimensions of our lives – and to bring this knowledge
together into a new and wider interpretation of the role of mobility in the changing lifestyles of
Europeans.
The overarching concept of MIND-SETS is captured in the Figure 2 below. We can see four dimensions
to understanding mobility:
• WHO: Mobility as a lifestyle concept – this is the core of the MIND-SETS understanding and the
approach that has been developed. It interacts with two key levels of supply, shown in the
diagram – physical and digital mobility provision.
• HOW: Digital mobility provision - this is the new dimension to living introduced by the Internet.
Virtual mobility on the Internet cannot be separated from physical mobility on the ground, and
indeed the project defines the new concept of ‘Phygital’ mobility in this respect. This part of
the diagram identifies the digital products and services that influence mobility.
• HOW: Physical Mobility (as a service or as a possession) – This part of the diagram identifies
the other part of the ‘Phygital mobility’ supply – mobility on the ground.
• WHERE – This part of the diagram identifies the different spatial and temporal dimensions in
which mobility occurs – the characteristics of the physical and built environments, the social
networks and business networks etc.
These 4 dimensions, reacting together, define the mobility patterns that we see. The interaction
between the 4 elements relies on policies, regulations, business models and the ability for behavior
to adapt and change to new personal or external circumstances or to new products and services. Thus
the diagram provides a simple representation of the MIND-SETS perspective.
MIND-SETS Knowledge
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Figure 2: The MIND-SETS ‘Hamburger’ - 4 dimensions of mobility behaviour

2.3 Understanding how people make mobility-related decisions
The coordination of knowledge within MIND-SETS has enabled the consortium to develop a clearer
understanding of how people make decisions that affect their mobility. This can relate both to the
decision to make a particular trip, to the decision to frequent a particular mobility service, or to possess
a particular mobility product. The result of the work is shown in Figure X below. In the figure, we can
see 4 layers of what we can call the ‘MIND-SETS Onion’. Each layer moves from decisions that are
made by trading-off objective elements, to decisions made as a result of people’s perceptions (of the
objective elements), to two inner layers, one that relates to the overall beliefs and values that people
have, which can impact on their decisions in life generally (including their mobility decisions), to the
core of the Onion, which relates to a person’s personality. There is a process over time by which the
experiences and learned knowledge feed through the layers on the onion, some changing fundamental
beliefs and values, and even personality: although these inner layers have been shown to be resisitant
to change – many of them linked to generational values formed at the cusp between adolescence and
adulthood (see section 3.3.2).
The coordination work has shown us that most of the assessment in the transport sector has focused
on the out two rings of the Onion (with the notable exception of the car industry). It is clear that much
of the mobility behaviour we see is strongly influenced by the two inner rings of the Onion – and it is
here that MIND-SETS has focused its approach. While behaviour will be affected by whether a person
MIND-SETS Knowledge
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has particular personality characteristics (for example extrovert or introvert), the important layer
defines the beliefs and values that people hold. In MIND-SETS, these beliefs and values can be best
understood if we can define the generational footprints of different generations.

2.4 Defining the roots to mobility behaviour – a Mobility DNA
We can see in general behaviour patterns that people are motivated in different ways and respond
differently to the stimuli that they are confronted with –for example a particular situation they are
confronted with or a new product or service demanding their use. Behavioural psychologists in the
marketing sector have been successful in segmenting potential market by identifying the types of
motivations that drive different groups of people. This idea was taken-up by the MIND-SETS experts,
to develop a set of core behavioural characteristics that define the deeper levels of understanding
mobility that were identified in the third layer of the Onion. On closer examination, it was found that
these characteristics were best described as ‘roots’, because each one would have a range of reaction.
For example, one of characteristics identified was the importance of being in control (in the
psychological sense). This characteristic defines a ‘root’ that has a behavioural scale from ‘I desire full
control’ to ‘I desire no control’. In a mobility perspective, this root will influence the reaction to more
automation in mobility products and services. Annex 6 provides the definitions of the 8 roots, classified
into four ‘S’ dimensions – social, safe, smart and sustainable. The annex shows the definitions for the
transition along each root – for example – self-preservation from ‘no health awareness’ to ‘full health
awareness’.
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Figure 3 The mobility DNA – an example
MIND-SETS has identified 8 behavioural roots that impact on mobility decisions – for example roots
that respond to the basic desires for control, for possession, for collaboration, for privacy, and so on.
So the profile of an individual’s scores on the 8 roots (whether qualitatively or quantitatively measured)
will define their Mobility DNA (Figure 3). DNAs can be defined for both individuals and groups of people.
In MIND-SETS, given the results of the work on mobility decisions, the focus is on the Mobility DNA of
the generations. From the expectations of the innovator, a Mobility DNA can even be defined for a
mobility product or service – how strongly will the product or service appeal to the 8 different roots.
This latter development by the Consortium is important as it allows the Mobility DNAs of individuals
and groups (generations) to be directly compared with that for different products and services – be
they at the design stage or on the market. Annex XX describes the typical lifestyle profiles of each of 6
generations identified in MIND-SETS.

2.5 Defining a mobility footprint
The final stage of the MIND-SETS approach has been to develop the idea of a Mobility DNA into a
working advisory tool. The key element of this has been to transpose the Mobility DNA, using radar
diagrams. The diagram has the 8 mobility roots spanning out from a central locus point. Each root has
a 10-point scale representing the behavioural range described above. The scores in the Mobility DNA
(individual, group or product/service) are plotted onto the radar diagram and the result is a ‘Mobility
Footprint’ – shown in Figure 4. This footprint is a graphical representation of a set of mobility values.
The values are flexible in that they can be allocated by quantitative surveys, or they can be purely
qualitative, based on expert opinion using a wide range of evidence.
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MILLENNIALS (15-30)
risk-avoiding (0) vs. t est ing-t he-limit (10)

low cont rol (0) vs. high cont rol (10)

8

8

privacy-ensured (0) vs. privacy-abandoned (10) safet y cont rol

9
8

8
9
7
compet it ive/self -orient ed (0) vs. collaborat ive/communit y-orient ed (10)

low eco-consciousness (0) vs. high eco-consciousness (10)

8

ownership (0) vs. sharing (10)

low healt h awareness (0) vs. high healt h awareness (10)

Fig 4 A mobility footprint: the Millennials
MIND-SETS has developed the concept of the Mobility Footprint into a tool whereby an individual, group
or the innovator of a mobility product or service (Figure 5), can plot their Footprint and compare it with
the generic footprints of different generations of people. As we have discussed above, these
generation footprints represent the deeply held beliefs and views that remain predominantly resistant
over time and that strongly influence decision-making. By comparing a product against the
generations, the innovator is able to see how the product meets the desires of each generation. It can
show where particular roots are satisfied by the product and where they it is lacking. It can show how
the innovator might change the design or operation to expand the market to attract other generations,
or to improve the match for a current niche market.

HALFBIKE (Bulgaria)

risk-avoiding (0) vs. t est ing-t he-limit (10)

low cont rol (0) vs. high cont rol (10)

9
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ownership (0) vs. sharing (10)

low healt h awareness (0) vs. high healt h awareness (10)

Fig 5 A Product mobility footprint: The half Bike (Bulgaria)
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To repeat - MIND-SETS, in its approach provides a consistent thread of understanding from the overall
concept to a detailed and practical tool. All of these levels can be used to provide tailored advice to
the MIND-SETS target groups. Thus not only has the project achieved a better understanding of
mobility, through examining its wider role in shaping our lives, it has also provided a practical tool that
can be used by an enormous number of diverse stakeholder markets in Europe to assist their
understanding, planning and design of future mobility. The key to exploiting the MIND-SETS approach
lies in the process of guidance for the user to navigate the MIND-SETS intelligence to get what they
want, when they want it and how they want it. The secret to this success lies in the MIND-SETS
Knowledge Centre.

3. The MIND-SETS Knowledge Centre (MSKC)
3.1 The objectives and ambition of the MSKC
The MSKC is an intelligence facility to enable policy-makers, planners, researchers, or the innovators
of new mobility products and services to better understand mobility and the role it plays in peoples’
lives. It provides this knowledge in a variety of ways – through intelligence ‘Insights’, expert ‘Editorials’.
The Mobility Footprint Interactive Tool is a key feature that allows individuals and the innovators of
new mobility products and services can use to identify their ‘Mobility Footprint’ and the degree to which
it conforms to the mobility values of different generations.
The MIND-SETS Knowledge Centre aims to create a base of knowledge on mobility behavior – how it
is generated; how it can be influenced – what are the main factors of influence; how the new
technology influences mobility behavior; which are the best ways to organize the processes to have a
sustainable mobility behavior etc. This knowledge generated by many disciplines: psychology,
sociology, behavioral economics, communication, marketing, social geography, architecture and land
use, mobility management, future trends etc., could contribute to better understand the human
behavior in general and how it influences the sustainable mobility behavior.
Moreover, gathering and fostering the knowledge on mobility behavior within the Knowledge Centre a
professional community network is created from many areas and domains within transportation. This
community network could use the Knowledge Centre as a starting point in understanding how to better
create and tailor mobility products and services that will be easily accepted and used.
There are tremendous opportunities for the MS Knowledge Centre to add value and potentially to
become the major hub for knowledge on mobility behavior.
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MSKC with the embedded insights is the major exploitable output of the project. MSKC will survive
beyond the end of the project and it will be still developed to achieve the ambition of gathering the old
and new knowledge on mobility behavior.

3.2 MSKC structure
The structure of the MSKC is very simple in order to allow the user an immediate access to the
knowledge generated by the project.

Figure 6: MSKC: Main page
1. The main page is created by a “masonry” of insights/editorials/videos that takes the user
immediately on the knowledge that s(he) is interested. The “masonry” on the first page is not static
one. In other words, the selection of the articles on this first page is made automatically by the
system, based on the interest generated by the users. The most read (accessed) article in the MSKC
will always occupy the top left position in the “masonry”. On the bottom side of the page, besides
the EC disclaimer is also another option to select the most read/accessed articles based on their
title. On the main page there are also two types of selection features:
a. One based on the 4 main areas of the knowledge generated by the project – as called the
“dimensions” of the radar. These are: safe, smart, sustainable and social. This type of
search reveals immediately those articles that are related with one of the above
mentioned dimensions;
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b. One based on key words that the end user could introduce based on its own immediate
interest. This search offers an immediate access to all the knowledge relevant to the
users’ needs
2. From the drop-down selection
menu the user can find more
information about the project and
the MSKC rationale; can receive
the tailored advice through the
radar tool; can read more about the
team that developed the project
and their contribution to the MSKC,
access directly all the existing
knowledge. Of course, there is a
contact form, which can be used to
receive further information or
Figure 7 MSKC: The main drop-down menu
advice.
3. Tailored advice - One of the main “key
feature” of the MSKC is the interactive tool to find out the mobility footprint. Based on the feedback received from the stakeholders the tool is provided for both mobility users and providers.
By using this support tool, the audience of the MSKC receives tailored advice on their mobility

Figure 8: MSKC: The Mobility Footprint – the results page
footprint, be it personal or of the product/service provided/developed. The tailored advice
comprises:
o information on the main core characteristics of the “personal”/”product users”
behavior; this is clustered on the “mobility DNA” core axis;

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 640401.

o
o
o

o

information of which DNA strand should be improved in order to reach a higher
percentage of joint characteristics of a certain generation;
information of how the users characteristics are typical for other generations;
relevant insights – selected from the existing knowledge base focusing on the results
of those “behavior roots” that have the highest difference compared with the “ideal”
pattern of that relevant generational mobility footprint
relevant editorials – selected in the same way.

Figure 9 MSKC: Knowledge page – the repository of all the intelligence
4. The core part of the knowledge is formed mainly by insights and editorials (at least at this
phase of the MSKC development):
a. Insights – that represent a collection of the most important knowledge on a certain
topic that has been generated or collected by the project. An insight is structured more
like an newspaper article, with attractive photos, having as main features:

Figure 10 MSKC: - Insight teaser
MIND-SETS Knowledge
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i. Tags – at least one tag is attached to every insight; this facilitates the search
through the knowledge database for similar insights;
ii. The title – a “catchy” title that tries to attract the user;
iii. The author(s) – this is a “hot” key that allows the users to find out more about
him/her or to browse through other articles written by the same author;
iv. The teaser – a snappy phrase that introduces the users in the main ideas that
will be developed during the insight;
v. A series of 5 bullet points – which represent the “take-away” ideas from the
article
vi. The content of the insight – is the text of the insight
vii. “leave a comment” – it is a feature offered to the readers to either leave a
personal comment (that could generate more comments from other readers)
or ask a clarification or further information on the subject.
viii. A column of “related posts” that are the most relevant insights for the current
insight (positioned on the right hand side of the screen)
ix. A row of the newest/most read articles below the articles
x. One or more pre-defined key words that are advising the users to search further
additional relevant knowledge.
b. Editorials - that represent focused knowledge generated usually by a high-level
professional or expert in a field related to the mobility behavior. They try to provide
expert views on certain issues related to the mobility behavior. The editorials are
generally scientific knowledge written in a very accessible way that facilitates
immediate understanding. The editorial is usually structured in several parts:
i. The title – a “catchy” title that tries to attract the user
ii. Different sections – these are defined entirely by the author and a side bar
(reactive on the cursor move) facilitates the readers immediate to a certain
section of interest.
iii. A list of references – as provided by the author, where the reader could find
further interesting information about the subject of interest
iv. A picture and a short bio of the author
v. “leave a comment” – it is a feature offered to the readers to either leave a
personal comment (that could generate more comments from other readers)
or ask a clarification or further information on the subject.
c. Videos – these are usually dynamic, interesting videos that could support the existing
knowledge.
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Figure 11 MSKC: Team page
5. The team section is formed by information about Mindsets project team that developed the
knowledge existing, a picture, a bio and a link to all the articles written.
6. A special form for contacting the team that developed the MSKC.

Figure 12 MSKC: Contact page
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7. Social media - each article from MSKC can be
immediately shared on twitter and LinkedIn. This
is a feature existing on each of the insight,
editorial and video pages.
Figure 13 MSKC: Social media buttons

3.3 The intelligence hosted on the MSKC
As mentioned above, the main page offers a modern, new style of immediate access to the
knowledge hosted on MSKC. However, the user has the option to search through different
subsections to find out key information that allows a better understanding of the mobility in
general, and of the mobility behavior in particular. The information hosted on the MSKC is offered
in the following subsections.

3.3.1 About

Figure 14: MSKC: Main page
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What is the MIND-SETS Knowledge Centre (MSKC)?
The MSKC is an intelligence facility to enable policy-makers, planners, researchers, or the innovators
of new mobility products and services to better understand mobility and the role it plays in peoples’
lives. It provides this knowledge in a variety of ways – through intelligence ‘Insights’, expert ‘Editorials’,
videos and recorded conference presentations, a virtual library of source material, discussion forums
and links to professional social media channels, and a ‘Radar Tool’ through which individuals and the
innovators of new mobility products and services can use to identify their ‘Mobility Footprint’ and the
degree to which it conforms with the mobility values of different generations – for example the ‘Baby
Boomers’ or ‘Millennials’.
Stakeholders can both benefit from using the MSKC’s intelligence bank, and to actively engage and
contribute their knowledge and experience into the MSKC, to contribute to enhancing our
understanding of mobility.
Who will find the MSKC useful?
Many types of stakeholders will find the knowledge provided by the MSKC a useful contribution to their
work – those engaged in policy-making, planners and transport operators, researchers; and those
developing or modifying mobility products and services. It is not only of use to those directly engaged
in the transport field. There are many disciplines and related sectors that have contributed to the
intelligence within the MSKC, and, in turn, practitioners from these areas can benefit from the wider
focus that the MSKC can bring to their subject. The MSKC focuses on mobility in its widest context.
Therefore it includes all forms of travel, including virtual mobility on the Internet. It includes the range
from local mobility to international mobility. It also includes mobility as a possession or service that
you may not necessarily use. It includes the importance of mobility both in your mind-set and in your
lifestyle.
What is the ambition of the MIND-SETS Knowledge Centre?
The intelligence contained within the MSKC is based on a powerful new approach to understanding
the role of mobility in peoples’ lives. It is a practical intelligence source that is of value to many groups
of stakeholders in the transport and mobility–related fields.
The ambition for the MSKC is to make it a ‘one-stop-shop’ for acquiring intelligence on understanding
mobility Worldwide. To be a knowledge centre that is dynamic, constantly taking on board new
intelligence from a diverse range of research disciplines and professional practice, learning from the
experience of its users, engaging them, creating positive discussion and building new knowledge from
old knowledge. In this way, the MSKC will always remain at the forefront of its field.
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3.3.2 Generations

1Figure 15 MSKC: Generations page

MIND-SETS Generations
The MIND-SETS consortium has developed an approach to better understanding mobility, part-based
on the changing lifestyles of the generations. The generations are seen as 15 year time periods,
through which it is possible to define clear changes in the beliefs, values and preferences of people –
each generation has its own ‘identikit’.
The European population, EU28, has been segmented into six generations:
• Digital aboriginals (born since 2000)
• Millennials (born between 1985 and 1999)
• Prime Busters (born between 1970 and 1884)
• Baby Bloomers (born between 1955 and 1969)
• Master Boomers (born between 1940 and 1954)
• The Silent Generation (born before 1940)
The breakdown of the EU population into these generations is shown below based on Eurostat data
from 2015 for EU28.
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The 15-year definition of each
generation is not an arbitrary
value but one developed over
the last 200 years, as a
convalescence of thinking
from historians, sociologists
and philosophers – it is worth
a digression to underline the
importance of generations in
the MIND-SETS approach.
Historically, older generations,
succeeded younger
generations ‘in power and
control’ (the historian
Soulavie, 1803). In
Figure 16: The EU population by generation in 2015
generational theory, social
evolution is seen as a balance
of two ‘instincts’ throughout life – the instinct of ‘preservation’ among older generations, balanced
against the instinct of ‘innovation’, characteristic of the younger generations (the founder of
sociology, Comte, 1839). The sociologist, Karl Mannheim (1928) was the first to detail a theory of
the generations. Generations are a ‘social layer’ that is superimposed on a culture, based on the
time of birth and biological rhythm. Those born in the same time period share the same experiences
of the ‘spirit of their time’ and they develop an affinity for each other. They share a physical, mental
and psychological development, and a shared destination. They are different to those of previous
generations, and the culture develops based on the progression of these generations.
Generational footprints are born at the crossing point between youth and adolescence; and they
endure. At this point, a generation becomes aware what it wants to transform and, by default, what it
is happy to inherit from previous generations. Generations define a radical social change, influenced
by champions. Without generations, no social innovation would be possible.
So when we talk of generations in MIND-SETS, we talk of two dimensions (after Strauss and Howe,
1991):
• Generations that have their own ‘identikit’ or ‘footprint’ of common values and experiences,
formed mainly in adolescence, and
• Life stages- these are the stages of life through which the generation will age, taking its
‘footprint’ with it, from idealistic youth into middle aged decision-making roles and so on.
Of course the boundaries between these generational profiles are blurred and transitional, not abrupt.
A person’s individual set of beliefs, values and preferences, for example, are affected by their ‘personal
construct’ – that is, are they more extrovert or introvert. There may be cultural differences between
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countries or regions. In general what the evidence shows today is that the younger and more ‘digital’
the generation, the greater the uniformity across countries; among the oldest generations, the more
likely cultural differences may occur. However, despite these caveats, the consortium have found that
adopting generational theory and conducting an assessment of the behaviour of generations provides
a much better understanding of mobility behaviour than an assessment using conventional methods.

3.3.3 Mobility Footprint

Figure 17 MSKC: MIND-SETS Dimensions – selection page
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Figure 18 MSKC: MIND-sets Dimensions and the mobility roots descriptions

What is a ‘Mobility Footprint’?
The MIND-SETS team have defined four quadrants of mobility behaviour, reflecting ‘4 Ss’ – Social,
Safe, Smart and Sustainable. Each quadrant contains two Mobility Roots, 8 in total. These roots, as a
set, define a person’s mobility values – for example are they possessive or collaborative, do they prefer
things personalised or do they share, do they insist on retaining control of their mobility or are they
happy for automated systems to make decisions for them? These 8 roots are defined within the MSKC
as a radar diagram. The graphical plot of a person’s scores against the 8 roots defines their Mobility
Footprint – their mobility DNA.
The ‘Mobility Footprint’ is the latent root or DNA of a person’s mobility values. Conversely, a ‘Mobility
Footprint’ can be defined for a particular mobility product or service – that is, the features that are
designed to appeal to different sections of society/the anticipated market – what mobility values will
they hope to attract.
How to use mobility footprints in the MIND-SETS Knowledge Centre?
A Mobility footprint will visually appear as a radar diagram. This will then allow you to compare your
footprint, or that of other individuals, groups of people, or mobility products and services, against the
normative footprints measured for different generations of people – Baby Boomers, Millennials, the
youngest ‘Digital Aboriginals’ and so on – how typical are your mobility values, those of your peer group,
or the characteristics of a novel mobility product.
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The radar tool makes an automatic comparative analysis of these footprints to show visually how
individuals and group footprints match those of different generations; and how far the footprint of
mobility products and services meet their intended market – for example, which roots the product
succeeds in satisfying and which ones it fails to address (and which other generations may it attract).
The comparison provides a percentage value of the overall ‘fit’ initially against your generation, and
then against the footprints of other generations.
Additionally, the analysis shows which of the 8-mobility roots show the greatest convergence or
diversity. This is particularly valuable for those innovating new products and services to see how
designs could be fine-tuned to better-fit generational markets.
What information is provided by the analysis of Mobility Footprints?
The results of the Mobility Footprint analysis are provided as an output file. The the results will then
be used to guide you to further intelligence within the MSKC, in the form of Insights, Editorials, source
material and so on, customised to the specific issues raised by the Footprint analysis. You will be able
to record the results of your assessment in the MSKC and to provide comment on the insights you
have gained.
MIND-SETS roots
The MIND-SETS roots are developed from 2 perspectives:
• Users
How a person judges their beliefs, values and behaviour, relating to their mobility, by scoring
a value on each the 8 mobility roots that have been defined for them – graphically presented
on a radar diagram, this is defined as an Individual’s Mobility Footprint
• Product/service providers
How the provider of a mobility product and service assesses the characteristics of their
product, system or service, also by scoring a value on each the 8 mobility roots that have been
defined for them– graphically presented on a radar diagram, this is defined as the Product or
Service Mobility Footprint

3.3.4 Knowledge
The user has immediate access to all the knowledge hosted by the project; the selection of preferred
type of knowledge is facilitated through search by type of intelligence (insights, editorials, etc) or key
words. This section acts as a “repository” of the entire knowledge generated in the project. More than
80 insights are available, 8 editorials together with few relevant videos were available at the moment
of the submission of this document.
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Figure 19 MSKC: Knowledge selection made by “Insights”
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Figure 20 MSKC: Knowledge selection made by “Editorials”
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4 The future provision of intelligence to the MSKC
The original “guidelines” idea of the project has been re-configured and re-designed to respond to a
more demanding audience that needs an incisive, short, immediately available knowledge about
mobility behavior. By designing a modern form and shape for the new knowledge generated by the
project, MIND-SETS took the support actions to a different level.
The primary ambition of MIND-SETS project is to make the mobilitybehaviour.eu site the “one-stopshop” for multi-disciplinary intelligence on mobility MIND-SETS. Therefore, during the legacy period
the MSKC will develop in five directions, as it has been concluded after analysing the stakeholder
expectations during the project:
➢ Planning and policy-making: To develop MIND-SETS as a module within the SUMP and plan
appraisal frameworks. Starting with a programme of engagement with the SUMP platform
projects and the primary funding agencies
➢ Industry: To develop the Mobility Footprint tool as support advice to the mobility industry –
market awareness, innovation and design workshops etc.
➢ Collaboration and market research: To develop the mobility footprint tool as a medium for
group discussions on mobility issues, as part of mobility management practice – discussions
inside companies and within mainstream market research
➢ Education: To develop the Mobility footprint tool as an educational aid (i) for teaching children
about sustainability and self-awareness and (ii) as a psychological tool for self-awareness on
mobility issues.
➢ Research: To launch a new COST action in 2018 to expand the MIND-SETS research across all
member states and neighboring countries. To publish an academic book about mobility mindsets within the ‘Transport in Society’ series in 2018.
Vectos will be the main editors of the new knowledge generated. The Vectos team will ensure that the
new research on mobility behavior is reflected through new insights or updating the existing ones. They
will also be in charge in generating more interest in writing editorials for MSKC. The Vectos team will
be mainly composed by:
1. Prof Laurie Pickup – editor-in-chief – Laurie will ensure the scientific quality of all the content
is the high-level standard of quality. He will also be in charge in attracting experts and highlevel professionals to write editorials;
2. Alex Kershaw – editor – Alex will be in charge with developing new insights and updating the
new ones. She will be in touch with the exiting authors and will continuously search for more
authors that could generate interesting and valuable insights for the MSKC.
EIP will be in charge of the MSKC. Through the gained expertise during the past years, EIP put together
a team that will ensure the existence of the KC. The EIP will be composed by:
1. Radu Gaspar – webmaster – Radu will be in charge with the integrity of the content, from
technical point of view; he will apply the quality control procedures and it will communicate
with the editors’ team;
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2. Lucia Cristea – business development – Lucia will ensure that MSKC is reaching all targeted
groups; will implement the marketing strategy, will make presentation and she will manage the
implementation of the social media strategy;
3. Marga Marin – financial and funds management – Marga will ensure that EIP will have a
healthy cash-flow (through own resources and other strands of funds) that will allow MSKC to
function for the next two years and beyond.
Pocket Marketing a highly renowned SME in future trends will ensure that the mobility footprint
interactive tool is still a useful tool. Hermann Koenings – will review periodically the mobility footprint
tool characteristics and will do any necessary adjustments based on the new research evidence.
To develop the MIND-SETS approach in such a way to generate this amount of knowledge it was a wise
and in the same time, a bold decision of the consortium. It seems that it paid off, as one of the
stakeholder mentioned in the Barcelona Workshop (October 2016): “MIND-SETS has developed an
approach that breaks with established mobility concepts, paradigms and dogmas. The MIND-SETS
approach makes professionals think about mobility problems from new angles, which will enable new
products and services to be designed to meet the needs of rapidly changing lifestyles”.
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Annex 1 The list of the MIND-sets Insights
No

Title

1 Driverless cars and user acceptance
2 Mobility automation - a double-edged sword
3 Co-working at third places: How new work areas
will shake up commuting behaviour
4 Evolving mobility
5 Slow Mobility: “You can’t buy happiness, but riding
a bike brings you pretty close”
6 Financial incentives to change behaviour: To what
extent are they effective?
7 Beyond the travel time savings paradigm for
project appraisal
8 Co-creation with children for designing tomorrow’s
cities and mobility
9 Design thinking: how to involve citizens in
conceiving better mobility projects for their
community
10 Going Hybrid? Considering new hybrid solutions on
transport policy
11 Just travelling? Changing Paradigm for Urban and
Mobility Planners
12 ICT will define future mobility
13 New concept of accessibility
14 Barriers to the uptake of shared mobility
15 Do semi-collective (or alternative) transport
services have the potential to transform our
cities?
16 Do shared modes lead to more or to less
competition in urban mobility?
17 Harnessing the combined strengths of shared
mobility and high capacity public transit is key to
the future of mobility
18 How shared and automated mobility will shake up
the market for parking space
19 Nudges in Transport
20 Overconfidence and optimism bias and traffic
safety
21 Shared mobility and accessibility
22 Shared mobility and big data
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Author(s)
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Silvia Gaggi (ISINNOVA)
Stefaan Vandist (Pocket Marketing)
Stefaan Vandist (Pocket Marketing)
Stefaan Vandist (Pocket Marketing)
Berfu Unal (RUG)
Andreu Ulied, Oriol Biosca (MCRIT)
Marite Guevara, Oriol Biosca (MCRIT)
Marite Guevara, Oriol Biosca (MCRIT)
Oriol Biosca (MCRIT)
Andreu Ulied (MCRIT)
Pnina Plaut, Dalit Shach-Pinsly
(Technion)
Pnina Plaut, Dalit Shach-Pinsly
(Technion)
Laurent Franckx (VITO)
Laurent Franckx (VITO), Alexandra
Kershaw (Vectos)
Laurent Franckx (VITO)
Laurent Franckx (VITO)
Laurent Franckx (VITO)
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No
Title
23 Shared, automated and electric mobility and
transport pricing
24 ‘Soft’ transport measures should reflect people’s
social networks and build on these networks

Author(s)
Laurent Franckx (VITO)
Laurent Franckx (VITO)

25 Status quo bias and travel behaviour
26 The social constraints people face are key to
understanding travel behaviour
27 Travel demand modelling and Prospect Theory
28 Travel planning apps can be used to promote and
evaluate sustainable travel behaviour

Laurent Franckx (VITO)
Laurent Franckx (VITO)

29 What are Ridesourcing/Transportation Network
Company (TNC) Services?
30 Who uses shared mobility solutions and what is its
future growth potential?
31 Why and how should public authorities support
shared mobility?
32 Why the framing of transport information matters
33 The future of deliveries
34 Mobility as a Reality Concept

Laurent Franckx (VITO)

35 Mobility as a Service
36 Mobility habit resilience
37 Big Data
38 New layers of information
39 New relationships between activities and locations
40 Concepts of space-time in the digital world
41 Multicriteria as a sense-making contribution to
cost-benefit analysis
42 New foundations for Cost-Benefit Analysis on
transport appraisal
43 Mobility as a Service Concept
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(Vectos)
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Berfu Unal (RUG)
Pnina Plaut, Dalit Shach-Pinsly
(Technion)
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No
Title
44 Demand Responsive Transit (DRT)
45 Fleet Car-Sharing - The B2B Market
46 Mobility as a Lifestyle Concept – Layers of
decision making
47 Mobility as an Information Concept

48 Courier Network Services
49 Bicycle Sharing - about, types, pros and cons
50 Levels of Automation
51 Carsharing – About & Types
52 A Long-Term Outlook on Avs
53 Assessing the Impacts of Car-Sharing
54 The Potential Pros and Cons of Avs
55 Changing social dynamics
56 Mobility and identity in society
57 E-Mobility

58 Carsharing – Advantages & Drawbacks
59 A Brief Overview of the Growth of Bicycle-Sharing
60 A Brief Overview of the Growth of Car-Sharing
61 User Acceptance of Avs
62 What are the different types of ride-sharing?
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No
Title
63 What are the advantages and challenges of
journey-/trip-planning apps?
64 Who wants to use car-sharing?
65 Why Do People Use (or not use) Bicycle-Sharing
Schemes?
66 Third Places

67 Work-Life Balance

68 Interface Design

69 Multi-Modal Mobility

70 Policy advice & legal and regulatory hurdles for
Avs
71 Future mobility: flexible, borrowed and mixed
72 Future mobility and the new power of places
73 Mobility from the psychologist’s perspective
74 Mobility with a buzz – e-mobility
75 Perspectives on the future of the car
76 The psychology of sustainable mobility
77 The impact of social change
78 Mobility and increasingly complex social structures
79 Mobility is more than getting from A to B?
80 The psychology behind sharing
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No
Title
81 Social influences on mobility choices
82 Can my mobility define what people think of me?
83 Social conformity and mobility choices
84 Behavioural economics
85 Do we make rational economic mobility choices?
86 Physical, mental, and now virtual mobility –
transport and ICT relationships
87 What is mobility?
88 How do people’s social networks influence their
travel patterns?
89 How does the new virtual mobility affect physical
mobility?
90 Impacts of On-Demand Ride Services
91 Why do people use/not use ride-sharing?
92 Shared Mobility as a Complement or Substitute to
Public Transport
93 The Travel Impact of AVs on Parking versus
Repositioning
94 Synergies between shared automated vehicles
and electric mobility
95 How to increase the uptake & use of ride-sharing?
96 The use of different travel modes to power
European Mobility
97 Mobility and social well-being
98 Mobility influenced social exclusion & changing
mobility needs
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No
Title
99 Competing economic theories relating to mobility
choices
100 How does the use of ICT affect people’s social
networks and travel behaviour?
101 Impacts of Bicycle-Sharing Schemes on Modal
Shift
102 Increasing the impact of car-sharing with electric
vehicles
103 Mapping mobility horizons and city life – stories
and emotions
104 Understanding mobility horizons: activity spaces
and virtual spaces
105 What are people’s mobility horizons – their mental
maps?
106 Generational differences and mobility values
107 Vending Culture

108 Green Mobility: Who is more likely to accept caruse reduction policies?
109 The psychological function of mobility: Mobility as
a catalyser of quality of life and well-being.
Implications for mobility deprived citizens
110 Automated, shared and electric vehicles are more
competitive when combined than when in isolation
111 Mobility deprivation and social change
112 Mobility deprivation and social change
113 Car-Sharing: A modern take on car mobility

114 Flexibilisation

115 Why is a new approach (to understanding mobility
behaviour) needed?
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118 Flexible mobility futures
119 How do people make mobility decisions?
120 How much mobility is there?
121 Mobility and the future work-life balance
122 Mobility that reflects my values
123 The ‘Arrival’ Cities of the Future
124 18 Dimensions to European Mobility

125 Cross-border mobility: the central case of Germany

126 European mobility: migration for economic
reasons
127 European mobility: tourism and retirement

128 International mobility in Europe: the influence of
culture and language
129 International mobility in Europe: the influence of
borders
130 National, European and wider mobility patterns –
the increasing permeability of the EU-border
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131 What is the diversity of mobility patterns across
Europe?
132 What are the origins of a sociological approach to
understanding mobility?
133 What is the current social model driving our
mobile lives?
134 Slow Mobility

135 Professional mind-sets on current decisionsupport (modelling) tools for policy and planning
136 Professional mind-sets on data sources and the
implications for policy and planning
137 Conclusions from expert workshop on mobility
automation
138 Sharing knowledge on mobility behaviour – a new
perspective
139 Tailored health messages – would it help?
140 Mobility behaviour in Europe: 20 key findings
141
142
143
144
146
147
148
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153

Do nudges really change mobility behaviour?
Is the ultimate mobility, no mobility at all?
Business Models for new mobility behaviour
Different mind-sets towards future mobility –
Synnovate’s Motivational Segmentation Grid
Seamless mobility, third places and vending
machines
Conclusions from expert workshop on seamless
mobility
Conclusions from expert workshop on smart and
virtual mobility
Conclusions from expert workshop on sustainable
and inclusive mobility
How on-demand mobility services are adapting to
better meet market needs (and overcome barriers)
The impact of AVs on long-distance travel (Time &
Cost)
Synergies between automated and shared mobility
– shared automated vehicles (SAVs)
“I am an electric car user”: Green travel as a
status symbol
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Understanding the generations to understand
mobility futures
Working with the innovators – 11 expert views on
future mobility behaviour
How can the MIND-SETS understanding of mobility
behaviour improve transport planning
Future mobility behaviour – results of a Europeanwide MIND-SETS survey
Expert workshops on mobility behaviour – a focus
on 4 key issues
How do citizens feel about their mobility?
A national perspective on trends in mobility
behaviour –the case of Romania
Incorporating new knowledge on mobility
behaviour into the mobility industry. The views of
the MIND-SETS Think Tank
The freedom of mobility – an issue linking families
across Europe
Do generations reflect social diversity
Mobility behaviour – generations and gender roles
Mobility freedom among women – safe and
secure?
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Annex 2 Insights – An example

Safe, Smart

Levels of Automation
Laurent Franckx and Alexandra Kershaw on August 4, 2017
Vehicle automation has been becoming more salient in past years. The NHTSA (USA) has defined 5
levels of automation that explain how much ‘control’ the vehicle has instead of the driver. These vary
from completely no automation, to a fully automated system that can respond in all situations and
conditions.
a. The NHTSA (USA) has defined 5 levels of automation that explain how much ‘control’ the vehicle
has instead of the driver.
b. Some motor manufacturers are focusing on different levels of automation.
c. These vary from completely no automation, to a fully automated system that can respond in all
situations and conditions.
d. Vehicle automation has been becoming more salient in past years.
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In the US, the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA, 2013) has defined the
following levels of automated vehicle (AV)
functionality:
No-Automation (Level 0): the driver is in
complete and sole control of the primary vehicle
controls – brake, steering, throttle and motive
power – at all times.
•

Function-Specific Automation (Level 1):
automation at this level involves one or more
specific control functions. Examples include electronic stability control or pre-charged brakes, where
the vehicle automatically assists with braking to enable the driver to regain control of the vehicle or
stop faster than possible by acting alone.
•

• Combined Function Automation (Level 2): this level involves automation of at least two primary

control functions designed to work in unison to relieve the driver of control of those functions.
Examples include adaptive cruise control in combination with lane centring.
• Limited Self-Driving Automation (Level 3): vehicles at this level of automation enable the driver to

pass full control of all safety-critical functions under certain traffic or environmental conditions, and
in those conditions to rely heavily on the vehicle to monitor for changes in those conditions requiring
transition back to driver control. The driver is expected to be available for occasional control, but with
a sufficiently comfortable transition time. The Google car is an example of this level of automation.
• Full Self-Driving Automation (Level 4): the vehicle is designed to perform all safety-critical driving

functions and monitor roadway conditions for the entire trip. Such a design anticipates that the
driver will provide destination or navigation input, but is not expected to be available for control at
any time during the trip. This includes both occupied and unoccupied vehicles.
Although there are no operational examples of Level 4 vehicles, there is a lot of progress being made
in the area of partial automation, which is the focus of most current work (Greenblatt and Shaheen,
2015). In a very recent assessment, LaMondia et al. (2016) point out that “Mercedes and BMW
2014 models both have automated steering, braking and acceleration capabilities” while “Google
has stated that it plans to have AVs on the market by 2018 and will likely be followed by 2020 by
GM, Mercedes-Benz, Audi, Volvo, Nissan and BMW”. The new Mercedes E-Class has the ability to
communicate, not just with others cars, but also with infrastructure.
A recent study by the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT) shows that, in the UK,
“more than half of new cars registered in 2015 were fitted with safety-enhancing collision warning
systems, with other technologies such as adaptive cruise control, autonomous emergency braking
and blind spot monitoring also surging in popularity” In March 2016, 20 carmakers have announced
that they would add automatic emergency braking as a standard feature for the US market by 2022 .
Current levels of automation (or levels that will soon be operational) already go a long way in the
direction of what consumers currently expect from automated mobility. For instance, a recent survey
has found that “43.5% of survey respondents said the main reason they want driverless cars is so
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the car can find a parking spot and park itself”, although being able to multi-task came a close
second with 39% .
These relatively modest expectations at the
consumer level need to be put in the perspective of
the cost of further automation. Greenblatt and
Shaheen (2015) reckon that the technology needed
to enable automation (at level 3 and above)
currently costs around US$150,000, or
approximately 133,000 EUR (market exchange rate
of 15 April 2016). If we compare this to the current
total purchase price of a private automobile, this
exceeds even the average purchase price of luxury
brands, and is about a factor 5 larger than the
average for all segments.
Some examples of the outstanding technological challenges are:
•

A crucial point is that AVs need up-to-date information on all relevant details of their
environment. Contrary to what had been expected (or hoped?), combining the low resolution
information from maps such as those used in existing navigation systems with the high
resolution real-time information from sensors is still not enough. For instance, sensors might
face problems accurately detecting road markings covered by snow or when it rains another
issue is that snow may be mistaken for obstacles in the road, but solutions for this problem
appear to have been successfully tested in the winter of 2016.

•

Existing navigation systems are still not sufficiently accurate, especially in urban canyons and
tunnels.

Both issues call for high resolution, three-dimensional images of the car’s environment on all
possible routes. Moreover, this representation should be robust for visual changes in this
environment (such as the cutting down of a tree). Currently, several competing approaches are used
to deal with these issues, but all remain labour intensive (even when advanced machine learning
algorithms are used) and, moreover, the information collected is quickly outdated. The key question
is then to what extent sensors and crowdsourced information from mobile sources can compensate
for this (for a discussion of crowdsourcing in keeping maps up-to-date, see link and link.
Other questions that need to be addressed include: how will automated vehicles cope with informal
local norms in the domain of mobility behaviour? How will they react if traffic signs have been
removed since the last update of their maps?
Another crucial question is whether “level 3” automation is more than a (necessary) step on the way
to “level 4” automation, and should be allowed in operational situations. Some have argued that,
because with “level 3” automation, “the driver is theoretically freed up to work, email or watch a
video while the car drives itself”, it would be “unrealistic to expect the driver to be ready to take over
at a moment’s notice and still have the car operate itself safely”.
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These observations point to an important issue: there is an important difference between the
availability of a technology and its widespread adoption. In the case of automated mobility, the
uncertainty concerning the timing of latter is huge, and subject to a lot of controversy.
References
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Annex 3 The list of editorials
No.
Title
1. Roads in Anthropology: Some Thoughts
2.

Whither the use of economics in transport
policy?
3. The vulnerable traveller
4. Unravelling Mobility; a 40 Year Journey in
Empirical Research
5. Shared Mobility
6. Using Crowdsourcing to Involve People in
Planning and Operating Transport Services
7. Adding Value(s) to Behaviour Change
Models
8. Decision making: data driven vs. expert
consultation
9. EC Transport Research and Innovation
Policy – Considering People's Needs
10. Mobility as a Service - Opportunity or Threat:
Whom should we trust?
11. From charity to justice: Plea for a radical
change in mobility policy
12. Mobility automation for a new lifestyle
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Annex 4 Editorials - An example
Mobility as a Service - Opportunity or Threat: Whom should we trust?
Kris Beuret

01. Introduction – the development of individual profiling
Until recently, the provision of travel information was seen as relatively neutral – at least by the
transport sector. The concept was that people would simply state where they wanted to go and the
‘best choices’ would be provided. As technology has developed users have also been able to indicate
priorities based on time, cost, mode or particular needs such as step free.
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So what’s to worry?
There is now a step change in this approach towards customized service based on prior knowledge of
the individual based on detailed profiling of not just practical travel needs but also attitudes and life
style. This transformation has been enabled by new techniques of data collection, fusion and analysis –
often pioneered by the retail sector.
Of course, transport organisations too want to sell goods and services sot increasingly there is a desire
to influence behaviour: For example, to achieve more walking and cycling or off peak travel to relieve
commuter congestion. Such aims are generally seen as beneficial uses of the new techniques but there
are also concerns about less positive applications such has been seen in the manipulation of choices in
some comparison websites for financial products.

02. The background to understanding travel choice
A key aspect of such developments is a theoretical understanding of how people can be influenced to
make choices. In recent years there has been a growing understanding of behavioural economics and
the benefits of ‘nudging’.1
It has also led to the rediscovery of the relevance of earlier work which specifically explores the
theoretical underpinning of travel choices. In 2005 research for the UK Department for Transport2
demonstrated the complexity of travel patterns and came up with the image of a ‘pallet’ comprising
different aspects of travel need any one, or combination of which, would lead to a particular travel
choice.

1
2

R. Thaler and C. Sunstein. (2008). Nudge. Penguin Books.
Social Research Associates (2005) How People Choose (DfT)
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However, it was also found that these choices were not completely random and that when planning a
journey it was found that:
•

decision-making behaviour is influenced by past experience and the way in which information is
taken into account does not follow any set pattern;

•

people break down their travel choices into manageable tasks and in order to do this they typically
first set their main travel mode (e.g. car, train, coach, plane, bus);

•

three very different choice styles are operating. These are sometimes used by different people
but also by the same person in different circumstances or at different stages in the travel planning
process.

The Three Choice Styles

A) Constrained
•

•
•

There are overriding personal circumstances and needs affecting the trip, e.g.
Specific personal needs of the lead traveller or passenger, lots of luggage, the
traveller wants to drink or work or sleep en route, the traveller is in a group (this
can work for or against public transport), the traveller has a company car, the
traveller just enjoys driving, the traveller has a plane to catch and so must arrive on
time.
The traveller has strong views about the convenience / hassle of using a particular
mode at the desired time of travel (these views may or may not be ‘justified’).
The traveller takes the usual mode through habit or routine “I always do it that
way” (i.e. this is a choice which is constrained by the traveller’s experiences in the
past and /or their existing inclinations).
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•
•

Believes that the usual way (or the detail of the travel) is the ‘best way’.
Having made the choice of mode, doesn’t plan the route at all, ‘just goes’.

B) Passive
•
•
•
•
•

Asks a friend about the ‘best way of getting there’.
Seeks advice from a trusted source or friend about the best mode.
Strong reliance on GPS Navigation if driving.
Strong reliance on a route planner before setting out.
Expects to be alerted if things go wrong.

C) Active
•
•

Carefully weighs up all the mode / route combinations if a complex journey.
Consciously juggles several considerations before deciding mode of travel, perhaps
weighing up the pros and cons of each mode.
•
Carries the details of the trip with them (timings, alternative routes, maps, etc).
•
Checks information out at last minute before travelling.
•
May actively seek out the ‘best deal’.
Other research identified different priorities and design preferences based on ethnicity and culture.3
For example, variations in attitudes towards group travel and timetable formats.
Clearly when this research was carried out in 2005 there was a very limited ability to profile individual
customers and so the results were used to inform the design of the Department’s public facing journey
planning portal Transport Direct. This aimed to develop standards, data and better information
technology systems to support public transport. Web site users were provided with multi-modal doorto-door journey plans with options for both public transport and car-based options, including an option
for cycling in some areas. The initiative also encouraged the creation and management of
comprehensive databases of all public transport movements in the United Kingdom by releasing key
sources of Open Data.
The initiative was discontinued in 2014 after ten years having been deemed a pump priming success
leading to the development of commercial provision and thus no longer a need for the public sector to
provide. Fortunately, the systems for providing the underlying open databases so essential to Maas
were not dropped.

3

DfT (2004) Research into the use of the Transport Direct portal by BAME groups
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The inferences of the different ‘choice styles’ from the original research was never developed in the
design of the original Transport Direct product partly due to the complexity and also lack of required
data. But the research is now being revisited and its implications explored especially by commercial
interests and built into new business models including under the general heading of Mobility as a
Service (MaaS).

03. The Customisation of Travel
Compared to 2004, providers of transport information and services have access to an astonishing wealth
of intelligence which can be drilled down to individual profiling as described by the example below.
Example of personalisation data platform
The tech company Zipabout www.zipabout.com is a communication platform that processes every
piece of data relevant to the transport network in the UK ranging from behavioural patterns to
operational inputs resulting in a real time personalization service. They currently provide this service
to a number of transport operators. A key strategy is linking and merging data sets to create
individual ‘behavioural profiles’ for passengers aligned to the operational transport network, allowing
operators and MaaS providers to target information and offers aligned to both their operational and
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commercial needs including in real time - for example using facial recognition software they can relay
when passengers in a particular section of the train are upset about say the behaviour of a fellow
passenger. This company already have internal access to behavioural data on a significant number of
public transport users, and are exploring pilots and projects in this area.
The behavioural data is sourced from
• Passenger interactions with existing digital channels (such as operator web sites and mobile
Apps)
• Social Media – Facebook, Twitter, Messenger – every tweet in the UK is mapped to the
transport network
• Operator CRM and ticketing systems
• Wifi login and usage data
These profiles are then linked in real time with external data such as:
• Live train positioning
• Bus performance
• Private transport services data (taxi, community transport etc)
• Real time traffic sensors
• Detailed weather model data
• Events
• Air quality

04. The Application for mobility
Personalised profiles are beginning to be used by transport operators but these are in their infancy and
there is some concern about how these techniques might develop. In particular, it raises the question of
whether it matters who provides the MaaS service. Consider the table below which shows three
simplified models of provision. Clearly each model has a different vision and impact on their members.
Three types of MaaS provider

Key data
sources

Key values

Public Sector
Travel journeys via
smart cards and mobile
phones especially blue
tooth to show origin
and destinations
Equity for all users
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Mutual Association
Provided directly by
members

Sharing to increase
opportunities and reduce
costs

Private Sector
Wide variety of profiling
data including retail
spend, social media,
internet searches and
facial recognition
Maximum profitability
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Impact

Maximum efficiency of
the transport system

Improved capacity of the
transport system

Member
participation
Example of
service to
disabled
member

Limited Consultation

Collaborative

Some bespoke
information and
journeys provided
based on mainstream
services (e.g. step free,
etc.) and some specialist
services (e.g. accessible
vehicles).

Other disabled members
join together to plan and
commission services thus
improving opportunities
and reducing costs

Wider range of travel
offers but targeted at
particular users
Manipulative
Some disabled applicants
discouraged as members
especially if on low
incomes. Others
encouraged where
income indicates business
opportunity.

05. Mobility versus Accessibility?
Another issue which MaaS providers consider is the range of advice offered. Take two examples.
Example 1: The MaaS service is provided by an organization with strong ecological and localized
concerns.
An individual Maas member expresses their need to make a journey to the nearby market town to buy
fresh vegetables. One response could be to provide information about the quickest, cheapest, cost
options. However, the advice could go further and suggest options such as home delivery, journey
merging, car sharing or using a neighborhood credit system4 to access nearby surplus garden produce. A
Maas provider with such values would have a tendency to dissuade making trips by all motorized means
including public transport.
Example 2: The Maas service is provided by a tech company
An individual Maas member requests options for a journey to Scotland from London for leisure.
Possibilities are fly, train or drive. The MaaS provider has tie-ins with companies operating all these
modes and is therefore in a position to use the unique profile of the individual together with all the
other data held to influence the choice especially by negotiating price in real time. The individual
member is in no position to judge and will ‘trust’ the MaaS provider to make the best decision. A further
step is that the Maas provider will start to make offers to individuals based on their detailed profiles but
also geared to maximize revenue from tie-ins. These tie-ins will range far beyond transport trips and
include the really big money making products related to insurance, investments, housing and leisure.
4

For example http://www.letslinkuk.net/
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The first example will minimize or even discourage long distance travel and the second encourage it and
leads on to an even wider discussion of the benefits of travel. However it is also possible that people
will choose their Maas supplier according to their social and political beliefs and then simply trust the
subsequent advice.

06. Why Travel?
As technology develops and provides real time images, virtual reality and face to face communication, is
there even a need to travel? Or is travel a central aspect of human well-being?
Children’s travel compared5

1950
2017
The Independent Transport Commission using evidence from a range of experts is undertaking a project
exploring this question. The insights gained are providing growing evidence that travel behavior is
rooted in the desire to move as a purpose in itself: an issue determined by social, physical and cultural
factors that are often missed in travel demand analysis and forecasting www.whytravel.org. This in turn
raises key issues such as whether the implicit purpose of MaaS is to maximize our desire to travel or
satisfy our desire to travel in other ways - for example via the development of virtual reality.
Why Travel?: Views from different disciplines
Biology
Exploration
“All organisms search for
“If you cannot understand that
food and mates. But we
there is something in Man which
search for purely intellectual
responds to the challenge of this
reasons. We can’t stand still” mountain and goes out to meet it,

Economics
“Though the law cannot
hinder people of the same
trade from sometimes
assembling together, it ought

5

Beuret, K. (2016) “Children and Travel” ITC Occasional Paper No 9 http://www.theitc.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/04/ITC-Occasional-Paper-9-Children-and-Travel-April-2016-1.pdf
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Prof. Charles Pasternak

that the struggle is of life itself,
they you won’t see why we go.”
George Leigh Mallory,1922

Sociology
“How ya gonna keep ‘em
down on the farm after
they’ve seen Paree?”
Donaldson, Young and Lewis,
1919
Theology
“The soul is no traveler, the
wise man stays at home and
when his duties call him from
his house or into foreign
lands, he is at home still.”
Emerson (1841)
Philosophy
“One must always have one’s
boots on and be ready to go.”
Montaigne

The Mind
“The use of travelling is to regulate
imagination by reality, and instead
of thinking how things may be, to
see them as they are.”
Samuel Johnson
Literature and Art
“For my part I travel not to go
anywhere, I travel for travel’s sake.
The great affair is to move.”
Robert Louis Stevenson, 1879

Ecology
“Take only memories: leave only
footprints.”
Chief Seattle, 1810

to do nothing to facilitate
such assemblies, much less to
render them necessary.”
Adam Smith, 1776
Tourism
“When a billion Chinese have
the disposable income of the
Japanese, can they really all
come to Stratford?”
Alan Baxter
Technology
“High speed is the critical
factor which makes
transportation socially
destructive.”
Ivan Illich, 1973
Anthropology
“Fundamental travel
behaviour is stable across
space and time.”
Andreas Schafer

07. Conclusion
One of the key questions which MIND-SETS seeks to address is “How can we better understand mobility
to better influence and change it?” Clearly the advent of Big Data and its ability to customize the travel
offer is potentially a massive benefit to society and individuals. However, it is also a possible threat to
our autonomy capable of all sorts of manipulation. Will we worry about this? So far it seems most
people quite like a highly personalized communication approach to information and service and have
little concern about privacy or the ‘Big Brother’ aspect. So, should Government step in with regulations
and safeguards or is it too late anyway? Similarly, does MaaS necessarily solve the transport problems
which really matter to people such as load factors, service reliability and connectivity? Watch this
space.
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Annex 5 - References for further evidence and links to
source literature – an example
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Annex 6 – The definition of MIND-SETS roots
The definitions for both the personal and product provider perspectives are shown in the table below
for use in the MSKC
Theme
Social
(Me or we)
(Sharing)
Safe
(or risky)

Smart
(In control)
(Well
connected)
Sustainable
(Caring)

Theme
Social
Ownership
(own or share
use)

Users definition

System providers definition

To what extent are your interests in new
mobility systems influenced by the
extent to which you wish to posses your
mobility or collaborate (rent or share)?

To what extent is the mobility
product/service based on people’s wish
to own or collaborate (rent or share) their
mobility?

To what extent are your interests in
adopting new mobility products/services
influenced by your values and behaviour
toward safety issues. That is, how willing
are you to take risks with your
privacy/security and with adopting new
mobility behaviours
To what extent are your interests in new,
more intelligent mobility systems
influenced by how much you like to feel
in control of your trip or whether you are
happy to relegate control to automated
systems?
To what extent are your interests in new
mobility systems influenced by how they
can improve your personal health and
the health of the wider society and the
environment?

To what extent will the mobility
product/service reassure users that the
risks for privacy/security and adoption
are minimal – i.e. take-up is safe?

Users definition
To what extent is it important for you
to own your mobility, or are you happy
to share it– how important is
possession to you?
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To what extent will the mobility
product/service give users more control
over their journeys or reduce it through
automation?

To what extent is the mobility
product/service designed to improve the
health of users and the health of wider
society and the environment?

System providers definition
To what extent is the mobility
product/service reliant on ownership or
is it for shared use?
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Collaboration
(me vs. we)

Safe
Privacy
(Privacy
neglected vs.
privacy
protected)
Risk
(risk taker or
risk averse)
Smart
Control
(or fully
automated)
Digital
competency

To what extent do you want your
‘personal’ mobility tailored for you, or
do you prefer to ‘socialise and
collaborate’ when organising your
mobility?

To what extent is the mobility
service/product customised for
individuals or is it organised for
communities?

How much personal information do
you provide when purchasing or using
new mobility products and services or
do you value protecting your personal
information in confidence?

How far does the mobility
service/product require personal
information from users? How much is
the privacy of users’ personal
information respected?

To what extent are you a risk taker in
choosing your mobility (mobility
patterns and adoption of new
products/services)?

How disruptive is the mobility
service/product – what do you see as
the perceived level of risk by users to
adopt it?

How much do you like to feel in
control of your mobility decisions or
are you content for your mobility
decisions and actions to be
automated for you?
How much do you make use of new
intelligence and smart information to
help you get around?

Where is the locus of control in the
mobility product and service – between
fully in the hands of the user or totally
automated?

How important is it to you that the
mobility products/services protect the
environment and improve social well
being?
How important is it to you that the
mobility you use improves your
personal health?

What is the performance of the mobility
product/service in terms of improving
sustainability and social well being?

How sophisticated, in intelligence terms,
is the mobility service/product?

(non-digitised to
fully digitised)
Sustainable
Environmental
health

Personal health
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What is the performance of the mobility
product/service in terms of its potential
to improve the health of users?
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